With proper choice of region fiCi?» and constant coefficient linear partial differential operator P, namely fi being P-convex but not strong P-convex, the range of P in 2D(fi) is a closed subspace of ©(fi) whose subspace topology differs from its canonical LF-topology. In the present paper this result is proved and an example of a pair fi, P satisfying the above hypotheses is presented.
Dieudonne and Schwartz, in their pioneering work [l] on locally convex spaces, raised a number of fundamental questions concerning LF-spaces. X is an LF-space if X = (JX" where {Xn} is a strictly increasing sequence of Frechet spaces such that the canonical injection of Xn into Xn+i is a homeomorphism for every ra and X is equipped with the finest locally convex topology making the canonical injection of Xn into X continuous for every w. One of the questions was:
If M is a closed subspace of X, is M an LF-space?
Grothendieck
[2, p. 89] gave an ingenious example involving Kothe spaces which answered this question (together with many others) negatively. We here present another example of a closed subspace of an LF-space which is not an LF-space. However, this example involves the principal LF-spaces arising in the theory of distributions, namely the class of spaces 2D(fl) where 12 is an open subset of Rn, and the subspace of SD (12) Theorem . IfQis P-convex ,but not strongly P-convex, then P(-D)T>(Q) is a closed subspace of 2D(i2) which is not an LF-space. for all/£SD(fi), we conclude that P(D)S=T. Therefore P(D)£>'(Q) = SD'(fi), contradicting the fact that fi is not strongly P-convex.
Hence P( -7))2D(fi) is not an LF-space.
For the sake of completeness, we explicitly provide an example of a constant coefficient linear partial differential operator and an open set in R3 satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem.
Example. Let fi= {x£A3:0(x) =x\-x\-xl-l< §}, and P(D) = D\+D\ -D\. Then fi and P satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem. 
